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The Strengths and Weaknesses of Manufacturing in West Michigan
George A. Erickcek
Employment growth in West Michigan has lagged behind 
national growth since 1979. As discussed in the Spring 1987 
issue of Business Outlook, West Michigan has a large 
manufacturing sector, but national and international condi 
tions are not conducive to employment growth in manufac 
turing. In 1986, 31 percent of all wage and salary employees 
in West Michigan's five metropolitan areas worked in 
manufacturing, compared to less than 20 percent nationwide. 
Moreover, from 1980 to 1986, national employment in 
manufacturing declined by over 5 percent, while total 
employment grew by over 10 percent.
West Michigan's manufacturing sector shows strength, 
however. Employment in manufacturing grew 1.0 percent 
in West Michigan between 1980 and 1986; total employment 
increased by nearly 7.3 percent. Furthermore, overall 
employment growth in West Michigan is substantially greater 
than average growth in Michigan, in spite of our area hav 
ing a higher proportion of workers in manufacturing.
West Michigan's manufacturing sector has outperformed 
the rest of the state and nation because most manufacturers 
enjoy a comparative advantage at their West Michigan 
facilities.
Comparison of West Michigan Manufacturing 
Sector to the Nation
Weak national demand for locally produced manufactur 
ing goods is a drag on the local industry, no matter how pro 
ductive local firms are. As a result, evaluating the strength 
of manufacturing in West Michigan largely turns on com 
paring local growth to national growth in the industries 
located in West Michigan. Specifically, we want to know 
what West Michigan's employment growth would have been 
if each local industry grew at the industry's national rate. 
The difference between this hypothetical rate of growth and 
the actual rate of employment growth is called "the com 
petitive share component of growth." This measure is an 
indicator of whether local performance is relatively strong 
or weak.
In Chart 1, the cross-hatched bars show the hypothetical 
or expected rate of employment growth that would have oc 
curred between 1980 and 1986. For example, given Benton 
Harbor's mix of industries, manufacturing employment 
would have dropped 8.3 percent between 1980 and 1986, 
if employment in each industry had changed at its national 
rate. The analogous calculation for Kalamazoo, however, 
shows only a 5.1 percent drop in manufacturing employment. 
Kalamazoo's hypothetical employment decline is smaller than 
Benton Harbor's because Kalamazoo's industries had higher 
national growth rates.
Chart 1
Percentage Change in Manufacturing Employment 
1980-1986






The shaded bars in Chart 1 represent the actual employ 
ment change between 1980 and 1986. The differences be 
tween the shaded and cross-hatched bars represent the 
competitive share component of growth, which measures the 
extent to which the net performance of local industries ex 
ceeds or falls short of their national counterparts. For ex 
ample, Benton Harbor's manufacturing sector was able to 
overcome adverse national trends in its constituent industries 
and grow 0.5 percent. The manufacturing sectors of Grand 
Rapids and Kalamazoo also outstripped what their growth
would have been had each industry's performance only been 
average.
Manufacturing employment in Muskegon and Battle 
Creek, on the other hand, fell 7.1 percent and 16.7 percent, 
respectively. Nevertheless, Muskegon's manufacturers per 
formed substantially better than their national counterparts. 
Battle Creek, however, not only had considerable employ 
ment in stagnant or declining industries, and its firms per 
formed below industrial averages.
In-Depth Analysis of Local Employment Growth
In the following sections, I describe employment growth 
in manufacturing for each of the five metropolitan areas of 
West Michigan in greater depth. To do this I use a tech 
nique called shift-share analysis which provides a slightly 
more elaborate breakdown of employment growth than 
represented in Chart 1. Employment growth is decomposed 
into three components: a competitive share component, a na 
tional component, and an industrial mix component.
The share component is most important because it can help 
target industries for attraction, expansion, and retention ef 
forts. It has already been defined as the difference between 
actual local growth and what growth would have been had 
each local industry grown at its national average rate. (Recall 
that in Chart 1 the share component is represented by the 
difference between the cross-hatched and shaded bars.)
Benton Harbor, Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, and Muskegon 
all had positive share components. This shows that manufac 
turers in these areas performed better than their national 
counterparts. It is this competitive edge which boosts West 
Michigan's manufacturing sector above what one would ex 
pect in face of the national decline in manufacturing 
employment.
It is also important to remember, however, that Muskegon 
gained competitive share, but lost employment. This occur 
red because the actual rate of decline was less than what the 
decline would have been had employment changed in each 
local industry at the industry's national rate.
The remaining two components split the measure of what 
growth would have been (represented in Chart 1 by the cross- 
hatched bars) into two parts. The national component 
measures the change in manufacturing employment that 
would have occurred had the area grown at the overall na 
tional rate. As noted earlier, the national rate of change in 
U.S. manufacturing employment was -5.5 percent for 
1980-86. All the metropolitan areas in West Michigan were 
burdened by this decline.
The industrial mix component measures the difference be 
tween the national component and what the local growth rate 
would have been had each local industry grown at its na 
tional rate. (This calculation is made by multiplying the 
percentage of workers in each local industry by the difference 
between the industry's local growth rate and its national 
growth rate and summing the products.) If the industrial mix 
component is positive, it means that the national rate of 
employment growth in the area's industries was above the 
rate for the nation as a whole.
In manufacturing, the major high-growth industries in the 
nation between 1980 and 1986, included office furniture, 
electrical machinery, paper, printing, aerospace, and scien 
tific instruments. The negative-growth manufacturing in 
dustries where employment declines exceeded the national 
average included chemicals, steel, nonelectrical machinery, 
autos, and textiles.
Before continuing, I want to caution the reader that the 
measures we present reflect overall growth patterns 
reasonably accurately. The employment figures, however, 
are subject to considerable measurement error, and could 
be substantially improved with better data. 1
Battle Creek
Manufacturing employment in Battle Creek declined 16.7 
percent between 1980 and 1986. This substantial reduction 
dropped employment from 18,000 workers in 1980 to 15,000 
workers in 1986. As shown by Chart 2, the national compo 
nent was negative. If Battle Creek's manufacturing sector 
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In addition, we estimate that Battle Creek's poor industrial 
mix was responsible for the loss of an additional 700 jobs. 
The negative industrial mix figure indicates that a con 
siderable fraction of local jobs was in industries, such as steel 
and nonelectrical machinery, with national employment 
declines more negative than 5.5 percent, the national rate 
of growth in manufacturing.
Finally, and perhaps most important, Battle Creek's com 
petitive share component was negative. An additional loss 
of 1,310 jobs was estimated to be the result of the failure 
of Battle Creek's industries to grow at their national rate. 
Employment growth in the area's foundries was above the 
national average for that industry, but local growth in 
fabricated steel, nonelectrical machinery, and paper was far 
below average.
Food processing, the mainstay of Battle Creek's economy, 
accounted for 44 percent of all manufacturing jobs. The local 
employment decline in this sector roughly matched the na 
tional rate of change in food processing and the national rate 
of change for all manufacturing industries taken together. 
Thus, Battle Creek's employment change in food process 
ing had little effect on the area's industrial mix or competitive 
share components.
Battle Creek was the only metropolitan area in West 
Michigan where local industry lost competitive share. In the 
other areas of West Michigan gains in competitive share tend 
ed to counteract the net negative effects of the national decline 
in manufacturing and poor local industrial mix.
Benton Harbor
Employment in Benton Harbor's manufacturing sector in 
creased a slight 0.5 percent from 1980 to 1986. Although 
small, this growth in manufacturing employment is signifi 
cant, given the overall poor performance nationally of its 
dominant manufacturing industries.
As shown in Chart 3, 1,170 manufacturing jobs would have 
been lost in Benton Harbor, if its manufacturing sector 
followed the overall national trend from 1980 to 1986, and 
declined 5.5 percent. This hypothetical job loss was com 
pounded by an additional loss of 610 jobs which was 
estimated to result from Benton Harbor's negative industrial 
mix. The effect of the heavy concentration of negative-growth 
industries including foundries and nonelectrical machinery, 
outweighed the effect of high-growth industries such as elec 
trical equipment, aerospace, and printing.
The strength of Benton Harbor's manufacturing sector, 
however, is shown by the significant employment gain, 1,880 
workers, attributed to successfully capturing market share. 
Steel, nonelectrical machinery, and electrical equipment per 
formed better in Benton Harbor than nationwide. Only aero 
space and paper producers experienced significant below- 
average employment growth. Thus, Benton Harbor appears 
to have comparative advantage in declining industries and 
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Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids enhanced its dominant position in West 
Michigan between 1980 and 1986. Manufacturing employ 
ment in Grand Rapids grew by a robust 6.2 percent, from 
89,000 in 1980 to 94,500 in 1986. As shown in Chart 4, 
Grand Rapids achieved this employment growth because of 





















Grand Rapids would have lost nearly 5,000 jobs, if 
manufacturing employment declined at the national average 
rate. But Grand Rapids' industrial mix was only very slightly 
negative, accounting for the loss of only 50 additional jobs. 
Grand Rapids had substantial employment in both growing 
and declining industries. Wood products, furniture, and
printing top the list of national high-growth industries in the 
area, while steel and nonelectrical machinery lead the area's 
list of national declining industries.
The impressive strength of the manufacturing sector in 
Grand Rapids is shown in its competitive share component. 
Over 10,000 new jobs are attributed to the area's manufac 
turers gaining competitive share between 1980 and 1986. 
Every major manufacturing industry in Grand Rapids (ex 
cept miscellaneous durable goods and drugs) achieved 
employment growth greater than the industry's national 
average. Nonelectrical machinery, fabricated steel, textiles, 
and miscellaneous nondurables registered the largest increase 
in competitive share.
The gain in nonelectrical machinery is somewhat surpris 
ing given the employment decline at White Consolidated, 
formerly Grand Rapids' largest firm in that industry. This 
shows that shift-share analysis is valuable in identifying 
trends, but cannot predict the actions of individual firms. 
Also, it suggests that the media finds it easier to cover a ma 
jor event than the many small actions that determine suc 
cess or failure in an economic sector. (Editor's note A 
similar contrast between events that show up in the media 
and underlying growth trends is discussed in the outlook's 
section on Muskegon.)
Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo's manufacturing sector, while not matching 
Grand Rapids' growth, enjoyed a substantial 2.5 percent in 
crease in employment. Unlike every other metropolitan area 
in West Michigan, Kalamazoo's success was partially due 
to the positive effect of its industrial mix.
As shown in Chart 5, employment in Kalamazoo's 
manufacturing sector would have declined by 1,560 jobs, 
if growth in the area duplicated national manufacturing 
growth. But the positive effect of the industrial mix compo 
nent boosted employment by 110 jobs. Thus, had each in 
dustry in Kalamazoo grown at the industry's national growth 
rate, 1,450 jobs would have been lost. Kalamazoo's in 
dustries with high national growth include paper and print 
ing and miscellaneous durable goods, while low-growth in 
dustries include nonelectrical machinery and fabricated steel.
The primary source of strength in the Kalamazoo manufac 
turing sector was the competitive share component which 
we estimate increased employment by 2,150 jobs. This gain 
more than offset adverse effects of the national component. 
Fabricated metals, drugs, and miscellaneous nondurable 
goods topped the list of industries which found Kalamazoo 
to be an advantageous location. On the other hand, 
Kalamazoo's paper products, transportation equipment, and 
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Muskegon
In striking contrast to Kalamazoo, the industrial composi 
tion of Muskegon's manufacturing sector seriously hindered 
its performance. Employment in Muskegon's manufactur 
ing sector declined by over 7 percent from 1980 to 1986.
Muskegon, of course, shared the burden of the overall 
negative performance of the national manufacturing sector. 
Muskegon would have lost 1,070 jobs in its manufacturing 
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But the major problem facing Muskegon was its extreme 
ly poor industrial mix. Nearly every manufacturing industry 
in Muskegon declined nationally between 1980 and 1986. 
As a result, had the change in local employment been at each 
industry's national rate, Muskegon would have lost an addi 
tional 1,300 jobs.
Although Muskegon had more than its share of declining 
industries, those industries did relatively well in Muskegon. 
The creation of nearly 1,000 jobs can be attributed to the 
ability of Muskegon's manufacturers to outperform their 
competitors. Only the area's producers of primary metals 
and nonelectrical machinery lost competitive share.
Conclusion
While shift-share analysis is useful in identifying key com 
ponents of growth or decline in an area's manufacturing sec 
tor, it does not tell us why industries perform well in certain 
localities and poorly in others. It only provides us with a 
picture of how an area's economy is doing compared to the 
nation as a whole.
Shift-share does provide evidence that West Michigan's 
environment is conducive to growth in the manufacturing 
sector. This analysis shows that firms in many industries 
would find West Michigan a suitable manufacturing location.
Shift-share information can increase the effectiveness of 
local economic development strategies. In particular, it can 
help identify industries for attraction, expansion or reten 
tion efforts. Development efforts should focus on industries 
which have strong comparative advantage in West Michigan. 
Attraction and expansion efforts are most likely to pay off 
when focused on industries with comparative advantage and 
high national growth rates. In contrast, retention efforts
could be directed toward area industries with strong com 
parative advantage but weak national performance.
Finally, shift-share emphasizes the importance of the na 
tion's overall economic performance on the well-being of 
local economies. Factors affecting the nation's manufactur 
ing sector, such as international trade, consumer spending, 
and the federal deficit, play a major role in determining the 
employment picture in a local area.
NOTE
1. The accuracy of shift-share analysis primarily depends on knowing the 
national rate of growth of each local industry. The federal government divides 
manufacturing firms into roughly 1,000 distinct groups, but our data ag 
gregates local manufacturing employment into only about 12 groups. Thus, 
there is no guarantee that the growth rate of the "comparable" national 
industry equals the national growth rate of the local submdustnes in that 
category.
For example, household furniture represents a much smaller share of Grand 
Rapids' furniture industry than the nation's, and grew at a lower rate than 
office furniture which is Grand Rapids' major furniture sector. Using the 
national furniture growth rate would tend to overestimate the strength of 
the Grand Rapids economy, but we do not have the local data needed to 
separately calculate the contribution of office and household furniture.
The overall effect of measurement error is unknown, however. 
Overestimation in some industries could be offset (or more than offset) by 
underestimation elsewhere. Of course, more detailed information about the 
local industrial mix would reduce this ambiguity and could considerably 
increase the accuracy of the shift-share analysis.
The BUSINESS OUTLOOK
for WEST MICHIGAN
Modest Growth Expected Despite the Stock Market Crash
George A. Erickcek
Unemployment in West Michigan dropped to 6.8 percent and employment grew 0.4 percent in the third quarter 
of 1987. Modest growth should continue here, but the outlook for the rest of the state is less positive. Recent 
unemployment declines in Southeast Michigan could be reversed by restructuring in the auto industry. That reversal 
would be even more likely if consumer confidence wanes as a result of the stock market plunge.
Review and Outlook 
The National Setting
The Gross National Product grew at a healthy 4.1 percent 
annual rate in the third quarter of 1987. This substantially 
exceeds the 2.5 percent annual rate of growth in the previous 
quarter. Moreover, business inventories dropped sharply 
from an annual rate of $39.0 billion in the second quarter 
to $18.1 billion in the third quarter. Such a reduction is often 
a sign that GNP growth will continue as firms increase pro 
duction to rebuild inventories.
Another indicator pointing to continued growth is the fact 
that investment for plant and equipment grew at a robust 23.7 
percent annual rate in the third quarter. Moreover, new 
orders for factory goods rose 1.1 percent in September, their 
seventh increase in the past eight months. Perhaps most im 
portant, both the national Index of Leading Indicators and 
Index of Help-Wanted Advertising registered gains over the 
previous quarter.
Chart 1
United States Employment 






SOURCE: Based on U.S. Department of Labor data.
Consumer spending remained strong in the third quarter 
of 1987, growing at a 4.8 percent annual rate. Expenditures 
on consumer durables were particularly strong. This increase 
was fueled by financial incentives offered by domestic auto 
producers. Also, per capita personal after-tax income increas 
ed 1.7 percent to $13,083. This increase nearly erased the 
second-quarter drop in personal income.
The unemployment rate for the U.S. fell to 6.0 percent 
in the third quarter of 1987 from 6.2 percent in the second. 
Employment in manufacturing grew by nearly 1.0 percent 
over the second quarter, outpacing the growth in both non- 
manufacturing and government employment. Overall, the 
labor force continued to grow, topping 120 million.
On the downside, the rate of growth of the trade deficit 
continued to increase, rising at an annual rate of $137.9 
billion in the third quarter of 1987, compared to $132.7 
billion in the second quarter. This increase occurred in spite 
of solid gains in exports.
Although the dollar has depreciated about 35 percent 
against some currencies, foreign producers have only slightly 
increased their U.S. prices. They accepted small (or negative) 
profits in order to maintain market share. This surprising 
behavior caused increases in the value of imports to outstrip 
the growth of exports.
Many stock market analysts point to the unexpected in 
crease in the trade deficit, as an important reason for the stock 
market crash. They realize that there is a direct connection 
between the deficit and exchange rates, and they rightfully 
fear further devaluation of the dollar. Thus, the fact that many 
economists argue that the dollar must continue to fall because 
of the increase in the trade deficit sends shudders through 
Wall Street.
A lower dollar cuts the foreign currency price of our ex 
ports and increases the cost of selling imports to the U.S. 
In the long-run, this should stimulate the domestic economy 
and increase the value of U.S. stocks. But a lower dollar 
also lowers the yield foreign investors gain from holding U.S. 
securities. In the short-run, the two effects rarely offset each 
other. The fall in the value of securities (to foreigners) is 
immediate, while it takes some time for U.S. companies to 
gain from increased sales. (This relationship is embodied in 
the infamous "J" curve.) Thus, major dollar devaluations 
provide strong incentives for foreigners to withdraw funds 
from the U.S.
Chart 2
Michigan and West Michigan Indexes 
Second Rj Quarter 1987 and Third |j Quarter 1987








The cost of running an enormous trade deficit has been 
kept within acceptable bounds largely because foreigners 
have been willing to exchange their goods for our paper 
(securities). Foreign holdings of the U.S. securities are 
substantial. Thus, deterioration in the trade balance can cause 
the stock market equivalent of "a run on the bank." 
Arguably, such a run, or fear of a run, was a primary trig 
ger of the October 19th crash.
The ultimate effect of the 500-point drop in the Dow is 
not known. A key unknown is whether the need to finance 
the budget deficit will cause interest rates to rise. Large in 
creases in interest rates could "crowd out" investment and 
bring the nation's longest postwar expansion to an end. On 
the other hand, if the budget deficit is reduced rapidly to avoid 
increases in interest rates, aggregate demand could plum 
met, also triggering a recession.
Another remaining question is whether the stock market 
crash will cause consumer confidence to wane. If a loss of 
wealth or simple uneasiness causes consumers to buy less 
and save more, growth also could decline. An ominous sign 
is that the University of Michigan's index of consumer 
sentiment has fallen substantially. Also, the recent economic
turmoil has made contributors to the Blue Chip Economic 
Indicators consensus forecast much more cautious. Although 
they still do not see a recession occurring in 1988, predic 
tions of next year's GNP growth fell almost a full percen 
tage point from 2.8 percent to 1.9 percent.
The State of Michigan
The state's economy continued to improve in the third 
quarter, but it was unable to catch up with the rest of the 
nation. Statewide, seasonally adjusted unemployment drop 
ped to 8.1 percent in the third quarter, a decline of 0.9 per 
cent from the second-quarter rate. Statewide, we foresee 
slower growth in the near future, particularly in Southeast 
Michigan where auto restructuring could reduce manufac 
turing employment.
Total employment in Michigan increased 0.2 percent over 
last quarter. Nonmanufacturing employment increased a 
robust 1.2 percent. We expect the nonmanufacturing sector 
to continue to prosper. The rate of growth, however, is 
unlikely to accelerate. This is particularly true for Southeast 
Michigan, as the Detroit Help-Wanted Advertising Index fail 
ed to increase in the third quarter of 1987.
Chart 3
Michigan Employment 










SOURCES' Based on U.S. Department of Labor and Michigan Employ 
ment Security Commission data.
Manufacturing employment dropped a substantial 2.1 per 
cent (20,000 jobs) in the third quarter. According to the 
state's Department of Commerce, General Motors has 
already cut 15,400 jobs in Michigan this year, and a further 
reduction of 13,000 jobs is expected by year's end. In addi 
tion, both General Motors and Chrysler have announced 
plans to reduce their white-collar workforce.
A negative prognosis for manufacturing employment is 
supported by the failure of the statewide Index of Leading 
Indicators to change in the third quarter of 1987. The index 
fell substantially in the second quarter of 1987, reversing 
a steady upward trend. Also, average weekly hours in 
manufacturing, a key local component of the index, declin 
ed for the third straight quarter. Trends in the two other local 
components were positive, however. Initial unemployment 
insurance (UI) claims dipped a sharp 10.5 percent in the third
Table I 
Michigan (Statewide) Statistics
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Michigan indexes: 
Leading indicators (Statewide). 
Help- wanted ads: 
Detroit (1982 = 100). .......














































SOURCES: W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research. Based on dwelling data from F. W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems 
Company, help-wanted index from The Conference Board and employment data from Michigan Employment Security Commission. National components 
in Table A-3. 
a. West Michigan Metropolitan Statistical Areas of Battle Creek, Benton Harbor, Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo and Muskegon.
quarter from the previous quarter. New dwelling units under 
contract increased 1.8 percent, rebounding from a 16.9 per 
cent plunge in the second quarter.
Employment in government increased 0.4 percent in the 
third quarter, but the pace of increase may slow in the fourth 
quarter. State government is currently facing fiscal pressures 
and has instituted a partial hiring freeze. Moreover, if a 
slowdown in the state's economy materialized, the tax base 
would deteriorate and increase pressure to reduce govern 
ment employment.
The impact of the stock market crash on consumer con 
fidence could have a major effect on the state's economy. 
Michigan specializes in producing automobiles and other 
durable goods which are usually bought on credit. These pur 
chases are heavily dependent on whether consumers feel con 
fident that they can handle payments over a two- or three- 
year period.
On the other hand, the continuing downward slide of the 
U.S. dollar may have a positive impact on the state's 
economy. Michigan is one of the five top states in the pro 
portion of jobs related to exports. According to a recent Cen 
sus Bureau report, 4.9 percent of the state's workforce in 
1984 was tied to the manufacturing or handling of exports, 
compared to the national average of 3.8 percent. This statistic 
actually underestimates the importance of exports to the 
state's economy because it does not include workers in in 
dustries supplying parts or services to the state's export 
industries.
Outlook for West Michigan
The outlook for West Michigan is mixed. In the short term, 
growth in nonmanufacturing employment should continue to 
increase modestly, as the Index of Help-Wanted Advertis 
ing for West Michigan increased 2.1 percent in the third 
quarter. However, West Michigan's Index of Leading In-
Table 2
West Michigan (5 MSAs) Statistics 
(Adjusted for seasonal variations)
Measure
Leading indicators:
UI initial claims ................
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SOURCES: W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research. Based on dwelling data from F. W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems 
Company, ad counts from five daily newspapers and employment data from Michigan Employment Security Commission. National components in Table A-3. 
a. West Michigan Metropolitan Statistical Areas of Battle Creek, Benton Harbor, Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo and Muskegon.
dicators dropped 2.2 percent in the third quarter, suggesting 
that recent growth in the area's manufacturing sector may 
slow.
Chart 4
West Michigan Employment 






SOURCE: Based on Michigan Employment Security Commission data for 
5 MSAs in West Michigan.
Employment in West Michigan increased a healthy 0.4 per 
cent in the third quarter of 1987. As usual, growth was led 
by the nonmanufacturing sector, where the increase was 0.7 
percent. Manufacturing also made a positive contribution, 
however, increasing 0.1 percent. In contrast, manufactur 
ing employment declined 0.3 percent in the second quarter. 
Government employment declined in the third quarter by 0.2 
percent from the previous quarter.
Growth in employment contributed to the 0.2 percent 
decline in West Michigan's unemployment rate in the third 
quarter of 1987. The area's 6.8 percent unemployment rate 
is still above the national average (6.0 percent), but is 
significantly below the state's rate of 8.1 percent. Surpris 
ingly, initial unemployment insurance (UI) claims increas 
ed 4.3 percent. This is one of the three local components
of the West Michigan Index of Leading Indicators. The other 
two local components failed to offset the drop in UI claims. 
New dwelling units put under contract fell 5.5 percent, and 
average weekly hours in manufacturing remained constant.
Chart 5
Unemployment Rates 
Second   Quarter 1987 and Third g] Quarter 1987
(Seasonally adjusted)
The BUSINESS OUTLOOK
for the BATTLE CREEK MSA
Battle Creek's manufacturing sector showed remarkable 
strength in the third quarter. We expect, however, that 
employment growth in that sector will slow in the near term. 
Despite recent declines, there are signs that employment 
growth in the nonmanufacturing sector will pick up.
Total employment grew by 0.4 percent in the Battle Creek 
MSA during the third quarter of 1987. Employment growth, 
however, could not keep up with growth in the labor force. 
As a result, the unemployment rate increased to 8.1 percent 




by Quarter - First of 1982 to Third of 1987
(1982 = 100)
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Manufacturing was the driving force behind employment 
growth in Battle Creek. Employment grew a robust 1.8 per 
cent in that sector and reached a five-year high. The area's 
paper and allied products industry experienced the highest 
rate of increase in employment.
It is likely, however, that the growth rate in manufactur 
ing will decline. The Index of Leading Indicators fell 3.1 
percent in the third quarter of 1987. The drop was triggered
by a sharp 19.6 percent decline in the number of new dwell 
ing units put under contract. The number of initial claims 
for unemployment insurance also jumped up 6.0 percent over 
the second quarter. Finally, average weekly hours in 
manufacturing declined a slight 0.6 percent.
In contrast, employment in Battle Creek's nonmanufac 
turing and government sectors declined in the third quarter, 
both dropping by 0.2 percent, but the prognosis is more 
positive. The Index of Help-Wanted Advertising remained 
unchanged in the third quarter after a dramatic increase in 
the second quarter. We are cautiously optimistic that the 
maintenance of the jump in the index is a harbinger of renew 
ed growth in the nonmanufacturing sector.
Chart BC-2
Battle Creek Employment 






SOURCE: Based on Michigan Employment Security Commission data. 
Seasonally adjusted by the Institute.
New dwelling units put under contract have persistently 
declined throughout 1987, falling 38 percent relative to com 
parable 1986 figures. Contracts in the nonresidential con 
struction sector, however, have increased by 27 percent. As 
a result, total construction contracts have declined only 9.0 
percent during the first nine months of 1987.
On a positive note, construction plans were recently reveal 
ed for a large downtown retail complex called the "Port of 
Trade." Construction of the $4 million, 50,000 square foot 
facility could start in the spring of 1988 and be completed 
by early fall. Although most of the retail outlets in the com 
plex will be run by Michigan-based companies, the complex 
will specialize in selling merchandise from abroad.
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Table BC-1 
Battle Creek (Calhoun County) Statistics
(Adjusted for seasonal variations)
Measure
Leading indicators: 
Average weekly hours .......
UI initial claims ............








Percentage point change ....
Battle Creek indexes: 
Leading indicators ..........









































































SOURCES: W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research. Based on dwelling data from F.W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems 
Company, ad count from Battle Creek Enquirer and employment data from Michigan Employment Security Commission. National components in Table A-3.
Battle Creek MSA 
Cities, villages, townships and Census Designated Places with population over 5,000
Calhoun County:
Albion City 
Battle Creek City 









for the BENTON HARBOR MSA
Employment growth was exceptionally strong in the Ben- 
ton Harbor MSA in the third quarter of 1987, and the 
unemployment rate dropped sharply to 7.2 percent from 7.8 
percent in the second quarter. We expect continued rapid 
growth in the nonmanufacturing sector, but manufacturing 
employment growth should slow.
Total employment increased 0.8 percent in the Benton Har 
bor MSA in the third quarter of 1987, about twice the average 
quarterly growth rate over the past 12 months. Employment 
in nonmanufacturing increased a healthy 1.5 percent. Ser 
vices and retail trade were the big gainers in that sector. 
Manufacturing employment, which had been falling, increas 
ed a respectable 0.4 percent.
Chart BH-1
Benton Harbor Indexes 
by Quarter - First of 1982 to Third of 1987
(1982 = 100)
60 H—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I—I
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Due to cuts in local and state government, employment 
in the public sector dropped sharply in the third quarter. 
Government employment declined 1.1 percent in the third 
quarter of 1987.
The Index of Help-Wanted Advertising shot up for the sec 
ond straight quarter. The index increased by 10 percent on 
top of the 10.5 percent growth experienced in the previous 
quarter. This suggests that strong growth in the service sec 
tor is likely to continue.
On the other hand, the Index of Leading Indicators declined 
0.8 percent in the third quarter of 1987, largely due to the 
influence of the national components. The local components 
were either slightly positive or unchanged. Nevertheless, the 
decline of the index makes us expect that manufacturing 
employment will resume its downward trend.
Chart BH-2
Benton Harbor Employment 








SOURCE: Based on Michigan Employment Security Commission data. 
Seasonally adjusted by the Institute.
At the end of September, the value of total construction 
under contract for the year was $56.7 million, almost exact 
ly matching the comparable figure for 1986. This year's total 
was boosted in September by two contracts totaling $2.6 
million for 67,000 square feet of manufacturing space. The 
total number of new residential units under contract for this 
year to date, however, is down 21 percent from last year.
There is encouraging news about economic development 
efforts in Berrien County. Benton Township has been award 
ed the Overall Excellence Award by the Michigan Depart 
ment of Commerce for its efforts to enhance economic 
development. Also, Benton Harbor's Neighborhood Infor 
mation and Sharing Exchange (NISE) held its first citywide 
convention in October. The convention provided a forum for 
the city's neighborhood representatives to develop an action 
agenda for the coming year.
Finally, Whirlpool plans to expand production abroad, 
agreeing to a joint venture with an Indian firm and negotiating 
a similar arrangement with a Mexican firm. This may be a 
step in the right direction, since domestically Sears is ex 




Average weekly hours 
UI initial claims.........













Benton Harbor (Berrien County) Statistics









































































SOURCES: W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research. Based on dwelling data from F.W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems 
Company, ad count from Benton Harbor Herald Palladium and employment data from Michigan Employment Security Commission. National components 
in Table A-3.
Benton Harbor MSA 
Cities, villages, townships and Census Designated Places with 1980 population over 5,000
Berrien County:
Benton Heights (CDP) 
Fair Plain (CDP) 






New Buffalo City 
Niles City 
Niles Township 
St. Joseph City 




for the GRAND RAPIDS MSA
Economic growth in the Grand Rapids MSA (Kent and Ot 
tawa Counties) slowed in the third quarter of 1987. Non- 
manufacturing employment growth is likely to continue at a 
relatively slow pace, and manufacturing employment is likely 
to either decline or remain steady.
Employment in the Grand Rapids MSA grew 0.4 percent 
in the third quarter of 1987, down from its strong 0.6 per 
cent second-quarter rate. Nonmanufacturing employment 
grew a respectable 0.7 percent, but growth was considerably 
stronger (1.1 percent) in the second quarter of 1987. Overall 
manufacturing growth increased a scant 0.1 percent, although 
growth was strong in the furniture and food products in 




by Quarter - First of 1982 to Third of 1987
(1982 = 100)
60 -J—|——|——|——|——|——|——I——I——|——|——|——|——|——|——|——|——|——I——I——I
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Unemployment continued its modest decline, dropping to 
6.3 percent in the third quarter. Although, the number of 
individuals unemployed grew in the third quarter, the area's 
employment growth succeeded in counterbalancing the 
increase.
The Index of Help-Wanted Advertising increased 1.5 per 
cent, considerably below the 7.0 percent second-quarter 
growth rate. This suggests that nonmanufacturing employ 
ment will continue to grow, although the pace could slacken.
The Grand Rapids Index of Leading Indicators dropped 
2.2 percent, suggesting that manufacturing employment will
grow little, if at all. All three local components of the index 
took a turn for the worse. Initial claims for unemployment 
insurance increased 6.1 percent in the third quarter after 
plunging 13.2 percent in the second quarter. The number 
of new dwelling units put under contract declined 4.5 per 
cent in the third quarter, after having increased 13.8 per 
cent in the preceding quarter. Finally, average weekly hours 
in manufacturing declined a slight 0.4 percent.
Chart GR-2
Grand Rapids Employment 






SOURCE: Based on Michigan Employment Security Commission data. 
Seasonally adjusted by the Institute.
Total construction under contract in the first nine months 
of 1987 reached $543.5 million, just 1 percent short of last 
year's tally. However, at the end of September the total 
number of residential dwelling units put under contract in 
1987 was up 30 percent from last year.
Future growth in the Grand Rapids MSA will be assisted 
by two recent events. First, ground was broken on the 
Meadowbrooke Business Park. The park will eventually 
cover more than 1,000 acres in Cascade Township, south 
of Grand Rapids. A unique feature of the development will 
be a 64-acre aero park with hangar space and a taxiway pro 
viding access to the Kent County International Airport.
Second, the construction of a planned Applied Technology 
Center is moving closer. Ferris State University and the 
Grand Rapids Junior College, who will share the facility, 
have secured $10 million in state aid and have launched the 
second phase of their fund drive to secure $2.7 million in 
private donations. The center is scheduled to open by January 
1990 and will offer undergraduate courses in applied 
engineering and technology. In addition, area industries will 
also be able to use its labs and facilities for technical training.
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Table GR-1
Grand Rapids (Kent & Ottawa Counties) Statistics 
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UI initial claims.........



































































SOURCES: W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research. Based on dwelling data from F.W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems 
Company, ad count from Grand Rapids Press and employment data from Michigan Employment Security Commission. National components in Table A-3.
Grand Rapids MSA 






Cedar Springs City 
East Grand Rapids City 
Gaines Township 
Cutlerville (CDP) 
Grand Rapids City 















Grand Haven City 










for the KALAMAZOO MSA
Economic growth in the Kalamazoo MSA slowed in the 
third quarter of 1987. Still, the Kalamazoo economy con 
tinued to operate near its full employment level. The area's 
economy may cool a little in the coming months, however, 
with employment declines in manufacturing possible.
Total employment fell a scant 0.1 percent in the third 
quarter of 1987. Thus, employment has remained virtually 
unchanged for the last two quarters. The overall trend con 
ceals a continued decline in manufacturing employment, 
however. Employment in manufacturing dropped 1.8 per 
cent in the third quarter, following a 0.5 percent decline in 
the second quarter. Employment growth in nonmanufactur- 
ing has remained strong, growing 0.7 percent in the third 
quarter, and has nearly made up for the drop in manufactur 
ing employment. Government employment has remained 
quite stable, falling a mere 0.1 percent in the third quarter, 
after increasing the same percentage in the preceding quarter.
Chart K-l
Kalamazoo Indexes
by Quarter - First of 1982 to Third of 1987
(1982=100)
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
The unemployment rate rose 0.2 percentage points to 5.5 
percent. But the Kalamazoo unemployment rate is still con 
siderably below that of other Michigan MSAs and the na 
tion as a whole.
Growth of the Index of Help-Wanted Advertising slowed 
in the third quarter. The index rose just 0.9 percent in the 
third quarter of 1987 compared to 7.9 percent in the second 
quarter. This suggests that the growth rate of nonmanufac-











SOURCE: Based on Michigan Employment Security Commission data. 
Seasonally adjusted by the Institute.
The Index of Leading Indicators for Kalamazoo dropped 
4.0 percent. This substantial decline in the index is a source 
of real concern, as it indicates manufacturing employment 
may continue to decline. All three local components of the 
index moved in a negative direction. Initial claims for 
unemployment insurance shot up 20.4 percent in the third 
quarter, the number of new dwelling units put under con 
tract dropped 12.5 percent, and average weekly hours in 
manufacturing declined 0.8 percent.
The drop in construction contracts for new dwelling units 
was to be expected, however, in light of the remarkable 50.4 
percent increase experienced in the second quarter. The total 
number of contracts for the construction of new dwelling 
units in the first nine months of this year was 17 percent 
above last year's level. Overall, the total value of construc 
tion put under contract was 5 percent higher in the first nine 
months of 1987 than for the similar period in 1986.
Home sales in the Kalamazoo MSA were up just 0.7 per 
cent in the first nine months of 1987 from the same period 
last year, according to the Michigan Association of Realtors. 
Also the average selling price of homes in the Kalamazoo 
area declined 0.9 percent. Kalamazoo was the only area 
in the state to experience a drop in its average selling 
price.
More positive news is that the Stryker Corporation record 
ed a 13 percent increase in net sales in the third quarter, com 
pared to the same period last year. Moreover, Stryker was 
ranked 101st in Forbes Magazine's list of the nation's 200
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best small firms. Stryker manufactures surgical and medical 
products.
On the downside, Borgess Medical Center, one of the two 
major hospitals in the MS A, is reducing its workforce 6 per 
cent by eliminating 162 jobs. The reduction was necessitated 
by cuts in Medicare, Medicaid and private insurance re 
imbursements. A hiring freeze took effect in August, and 
it is hoped that most of the reduction will occur through 
attrition.
Table K-l 
Kalamazoo (Kalamazoo County) Statistics
(Adjusted for seasonal variations)
Measure
Leading indicators: 
Average weekly hours .......
UI initial claims ............




















































































SOURCES: W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research. Based on dwelling data from F.W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems 
Company, ad count from Kalamazoo Gazette and employment data from Michigan Employment Security Commission. National components in Table A-3.
Kalamazoo MSA 
















for the MUSKEGON MSA
Employment growth in the Muskegon MSA was strong in 
the third quarter of 1987, especially in manufacturing. 
Modest employment growth in manufacturing and non- 
manufacturing should continue in the coming months.
Employment increased 0.5 percent in the third quarter of 
1987. This increase more than offset declines over the past 
12 months and thus could signal an important turning point 
in the local economy. All three major sectors of the economy 
grew. Manufacturing recorded a particularly healthy 1.0 per 
cent employment gain centered in the area's primary metals 
and food products industries. Nonmanufacturing and govern 
ment employment each grew 0.2 percent.
Chart M-l
Muskegon Indexes
by Quarter - First of 1982 to Third of 1987
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
Unemployment in the Muskegon MSA dropped a dramatic 
12.1 percent in the third quarter, declining to 9.3 percent.
The Index of Leading Indicators moved up 0.2 percent in 
the third quarter. The increase was largely due to an 8.0 per 
cent decline in the number of initial claims for unemploy 
ment insurance in the third quarter. Other local components 
of the index moved in a negative direction. Average weekly 
hours in manufacturing declined 0.3 percent, and new dwell 
ing units put under contract dropped 6.9 percent.
The small increase in the Index of Leading Indicators sug 
gests that manufacturing employment should continue to
grow, although at a slower rate. It is difficult to maintain 
employment growth in an area like Muskegon where there 
is likely to be considerable restructuring within the manufac 
turing sector. Restructuring, plus productivity gains, could 
explain why average weekly hours worked in manufactur 










SOURCE: Based on Michigan Employment Security Commission data. 
Seasonally adjusted by the Institute.
The Index of Help-Wanted Advertising declined 2.0 per 
cent in the third quarter. This is the first decline in six 
quarters and could signal slower growth in the nonmanufac- 
turing sector. More likely however, this decline only 
represents a pause in the upward movement of the index.
The total value of construction contracts shot up 42 per 
cent in the first nine months of 1987 relative to the com 
parable period in 1986. Construction contracts for new dwell 
ing units were also up 4 percent in the first nine months of 
this year. Construction activity took place in all sectors, 
although no single construction project was unusually large.
Clearly, signs indicate that local development efforts are 
paying off. Action is being taken to further streamline these 
efforts, as New Muskegon and the Muskegon Area Chamber 
of Commerce have agreed in principle to merge. The pro 
posed merger of these two major development organizations 
has received the backing of the Muskegon County Board of 
Commissioners.
Finally, it is interesting to note that despite the positive 
economic news based on our statistical analysis, media 
reports rarely capture the progress made in restructuring the 
Muskegon economy. Instead, most major news accounts deal
18
with declines in well-established companies such as layoffs 
at Teledyne Continental Motors, a major maker of military 
diesel engines, and loss of a major account at the Bennett 
Pump Company. This is not a criticism of the media. It could
be that much of the growth occurs in small units and is dif 
ficult to pinpoint. But regardless of the reason for this 
phenomenon, there appears to be a general perception of 
current trends in Muskegon that we believe is overly gloomy.
Table M-l 
Muskegon (Muskegon County) Statistics
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UI initial claims........



































































SOURCES: W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research. Based on dwelling data from F.W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems 
Company, ad count from Muskegon Chronicle and employment data from Michigan Employment Security Commission. National components in Table A-3.
Muskegon MSA 









Muskegon Heights City 
North Muskegon City 
Norton Shores City 
Roosevelt Park City 
Whitehall City
a. None of the Census Designated Places in Muskegon County had 
1980 population over 5,000.
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Definitions of terms as used in this quarterly:
Business Cycle Turning Dates: The historical business cy 
cle turning dates used in this report are those designated by 
the National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. (NBER). 
They mark the approximate dates when, according to NBER, 
aggregate economic activity reached its cyclical high (peak) 
or low (trough) levels.
Central City: An incorporated city or urbanized area defined 
by the U.S. Office of Management and Budget as having the 
largest population in the metropolitan statistical area in 1980. 
For an additional city to be included in the name of an MSA, 
the employment/residence ratio must be at least 0.75, with 
out-commuting of less than 60 percent of that city's resident 
employed workers.
Employment: In this quarterly, "employment" is used in 
stead of the more precise term, ' 'wage and salary employ 
ment." The MESC employment data shown refer to "jobs 
by place of work," or nonagricultural employment.
Manufacturing: The estimate of the number of workers 
on the payrolls of privately owned firms engaged in the 
production of durable or nondurable goods.
Nonmanufacturing: The estimate of the number of 
workers on the payrolls of privately owned firms that pro 
vide services rather than goods. (Construction and min 
ing are included.)
Government: The estimate of the number of workers on 
national, state, or local governmental payrolls.
Historical data: Monthly, quarterly, or yearly information 
for past periods. (Shown in appendix tables.)
Index of Leading Indicators, State & MSAs: A (composite) 
index with seven components (see Tables A-2 and A-3).
Index of Leading Indicators, United States: A (composite) 
index based on 11 major components made up of 60 series. 
Marginal employment adjustment measures include average 
weekly hours in manufacturing employment and average 
weekly initial UI claims. One of the two job vacancy series 
is Help-Wanted Advertising. New private housing units are 
part of the fixed capital investment component. For a com 
plete list see Business Conditions Digest and the 1984 Hand 
book of Cyclical Indicators, The U.S. Department of Com 
merce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.
Initial Claims: A count of the number of new claims filed 
for unemployment insurance (UI) for regular state programs. 
Each initial claim filed indicates a new spell of unemploy 
ment for an experienced worker. In Michigan, to be eligi 
ble for benefits, an individual must have earned wages of 
at least 30 times the state minimum hourly wage (currently 
$3.35) during not less than 20 of the 52 consecutive calen 
dar weeks preceding the benefit year. Each such week is
termed a "credit week." An individual may qualify with as 
few as 14 credit weeks, however, if base period wages have 
been in excess of 20 times the state average weekly wage 
(currently $433.91).
Michigan Employment Security Commission (MESC):
Michigan Employment Security Commission is a state agency 
that administers the Job Service and the state/federal 
unemployment insurance programs and provides labor 
market information in keeping with state and federal report 
ing requirements.
MSA (1983 definition): In all but New England, one or more 
counties are defined as a Metropolitan Statistical Area if they 
contain the following: a large population nucleus (a central 
city or "urbanized" area) with adjacent communities which 
have a high degree of economic and social integration. Ad 
jacent counties are included if they have 60 persons per 
square mile, and/or substantial 1970 to 1980 population 
growth (20 percent) with 10 percent residing within the ur 
banized area and a commuting pattern with 15-20 percent 
of residents working within the central city or urbanized area. 
MSAs are also defined as major labor market areas by 
the Michigan Employment Security Commission (MESC). 
Those labor market areas outside of the MSAs have the 
peninsula or county name.
National Purchasing Management Selected Components 
Indexed: The national association conducts a monthly survey 
of purchasing managers from a scientifically selected sam 
ple of firms across the nation. Responses indicate only the 
direction of change; the percentage reporting favorable 
changes minus those with unfavorable changes plus 100 
equals the index as shown in this quarterly. For those familiar 
with diffusion indexes, these indexes represent two times the 
percentage reporting a change in a favorable direction, e.g., 
more new orders. (The favorable count includes one-half of 
those reporting no change.)
Time Series: A set of numbers covering a known interval 
or timespan (e.g., months or quarters) that provide infor 
mation about a well-defined activity, process or group. For 
local series that consistently change direction in advance of 
overall economic activity, see Table A-3. Those measuring 
current or past economic activity are found in Table A-4.
Unemployed: The number of persons in the labor force who 
are without a job or on layoff but not expecting to be called 
back. In order to be counted, an individual must be seeking 
work.
Vacancy Rate: The percentage of all housing units in ex 
isting homes or newly constructed units (visibly ready for 
occupancy) that are empty and therefore unoccupied. Vacan 
cy rates in Michigan MSAs are determined by U.S. Postal 
Service delivery workers as part of an annual survey con 




Index of Help-Wanted Advertising (1982=100)
Annual averages (Selected years)
Area
Battle Creek MSA. .........
Benton Harbor MSA. .......
Grand Rapids MSA .........
West Michigan, 4 MSAsb . .
















































































































SOURCES: West Michigan indexes based on ad counts from the Battle Creek Enquirer, Benton Harbor Herald Palladium, Grand Rapids Press, Kalamazoo
Gazette and Muskegon Chronicle; United States and Detroit indexes derived from (1967 = 100) series of The Conference Board.
a. Not available.
b. West Michigan Metropolitan Statistical Areas of Battle Creek, Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo and Muskegon.
Table A-2
Index of Leading Indicators (1982=100) 
(Rounded)
Annual averages (Selected years)
Area
Battle Creek MSA.........
Benton Harbor MSA ........
Grand Rapids MSA. ........
West Michigan, 4 MSAsb . . . .





































































































SOURCE: W.E. Upjohn Institute.
a. Not available.
b. West Michigan Metropolitan Statistical Areas of Battle Creek, Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo and Muskegon.
Technical Note
As presently constituted, the components and the range of weights used in the Indexes of Leading Indicators are as follows:
1. Average weekly hours of production workers in manufacturing. A separate series is used for each metropolitan area 
and for the State of Michigan. Weights range from .35 to .47.
2. Initial claims for unemployment insurance (inverted). A separate series is used for each metropolitan area and for the 
State of Michigan. Weights range from .08 to .11.
3. New dwelling units put under contract (4-term trailing average). A separate series is used for each metropolitan area 
and for the State of Michigan. Weights range from .03 to .10.
In addition, each area's index includes the following national measures:
4. The proportion of firms reporting an increase in new orders. Weights range from .09 to .12.
5. The proportion of firms reporting an increase in purchased materials prices. Weights range from .10 to .14.
6. The proportion affirms reporting an increase in purchased material inventories. Weights range from .08 to .12.
7. The proportion of firms reporting a change in vendor performance (slower delivery time). Weights range from .09 to .12.
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Table A-3 
Components of the Index of Leading Indicators
1. Average Weekly Hours of Production Workers
Annual averages (Selected years)
Area
Battle Creek MSA. .........
Benton Harbor MSA. .......
Grand Rapids MSA .........
West Michigan, 4 MSAsb . . . .



















































































































2. Initial Claims for Unemployment Insurance (Average per week)
Annual averages
Area
Battle Creek MSA. ........
Benton Harbor MSA. ......
Grand Rapids MSA. ..... .
West Michigan, 4 MSAsb . . .















































Battle Creek MSA.. .......
Benton Harbor MSA. ......
Grand Rapids MSA. .......





































By quarter (Adjusted for seasonal variations)
1986 
III rv
304 311 296 
259 268 272 
1,152 1,183 1,165 
329 354 350 
397 381 404
2,181 2,230 2,215 
2,440 2,498 2,487 














































































































4. National Purchasing Management Survey (Selected components indexed)0
Annual averages
Component




























































SOURCES: Average weekly hours and initial claims based on information from Michigan Employment Security Commission; number of housing units 
put under contract, F.W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems Company; survey data from the National Association of Purchasing Manage 
ment. Seasonal adjustment by the Institute. Quarterly initial claims and new dwelling units are also smoothed (4-term trailing average), 
a. Not available.
b. West Michigan Metropolitan Statistical Areas of Battle Creek, Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo and Muskegon.
c. Survey results shown here are based on percent reporting conditions favorable to economic growth minus percent reporting conditions unfavorable to 
economic growth plus 100.
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Table A-4 
Employment Data for West Michigan MSAs and Michigan
(Thousands of jobs - by place of work)
Total Employment8
Annual averages (Selected years)
Labor market area
Battle Creek MSA . . 
Benton Harbor MSA 
Grand Rapids MSA. 
Kalamazoo MSA. . . 












































































































Annual averages (Selected years)
Labor market area
Battle Creek MSA.. 
Benton Harbor MSA 
Grand Rapids MSA. 












































































































Annual averages (Selected years)
Labor market area
Battle Creek MSA.. 
Benton Harbor MSA 
Grand Rapids MSA. 




































































































Annual averages (Selected years)
Labor market area
Battle Creek MSA. . 
Benton Harbor MSA 
Grand Rapids MSA. 
Kalamazoo MSA . . . 
Muskegon MSA ....
West Michigan: 








































































































SOURCE: Michigan Employment Security Commission. Seasonal adjustments by the Institute.
a. Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.
b. West Michigan Metropolitan Statistical Areas of Battle Creek, Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo and Muskegon.
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Table A-5 
Vacancy Rates for Selected Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) in Michigan
















Ann Arbor ................ ......... 03/06/87
Battle Creek ......................... 10/08/86
Benton Harbor ....................... 04/17/87
Detroit.................. .......... 11/26/86
Flint.. .. ......................... 02/18/87
Grand Rapids ........................ 03/16/87
Jackson ........... .. ... .......... 06/26/87
Kalamazoo ............... .... ..... 02/19/87
Lansing .......... .................. 10/08/86
Muskegon ........ v . ............ .. 05/11/87
Saginaw-Bay City-Midland ............. 11/17/86
 End 
 date of 
MSA survey
Ann Arbor ......... ................ 03/06/87
Battle Creek ......................... 10/08/86
Benton Harbor .......... .... .... .. 04/17/87
Detroit.............................. 11/26/86
Flint..... .... . .................. 02/18/87
Grand Rapids ........................ 03/16/87
Jackson ............................. 06/26/87
Kalamazoo .......................... 02/19/87
Lansing ...... ............ ......... 10/08/86
Muskegon ..... ..................... 05/11/87



























































































































SOURCE: Federal Home Loan Bank of Indianapolis.
NOTE: Vacancy rates for United States are not strictly comparable. In 1987 vacancy rates published by U.S. Department of Commerce show rental housing 
vacancy rates for second, third and fourth quarters of 1986 and first and second quarters of 1987 at 7.3, 7.5, 7.7, 7.4 and 7.5 percent. Homeowner housing 
vacancy rates for same periods were 1.7, 1.6, 1.6, 1.7 and 1.7 percent.
Table A-6 
Average Residential Contract Mortgage Rates in Michigan


























































































SOURCE: Business Information Division, Federal Home Loan Bank of Indianapolis.
NOTE: The contract rate shown is for 75 percent loan-to-value ratio, 25-year maturity loans on new single family homes. Alternative plans that allow
mortgage rates to be adjusted, varied, blended, or shared can be arranged at lower rates.
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Table A-7 
Selected Labor Market Indicators
(Not adjusted for seasonal variations)
Average for manufacturing production workers3 
September 1987




































































































SOURCES: U.S. Department of Labor and the Michigan Employment Security Commission (MESC) (most recent benchmark).
a. Preliminary. Earnings include overtime and part-time wages.
b. Seasonally adjusted rate for U.S. was 6.1 percent in June and 5.9 percent in September. For Michigan it was 8.5 percent in June and 7.7 percent in September.
Table A-8
Population by Sex and Age 















































































































Consumer Price Index (CPI), U.S. City
Year
Annual 
Avg. Jan. Feb. March April May June
Average (1967=100)
July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

















































































299.3 300.3 301.8 
311.7 313.0 314.5 
322.8 323.5 324.5 
328.0 328.6 330.2 














   -  -]
CPI-U Revisedb
1987 333.1 334.4 335.9 337.7




































338.7 340.1 340.8 342.7 344.4




































































1      j
CPI-W Revised5
1987 327.7 329.0 330.5 332.3 333.4 334.9 335.6 337.4 339.1
SOURCES: Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor. W. E. Upjohn Institute for estimated 1986 annual average.
NOTES: Monthly data are shown above unadjusted for seasonal variations. Unadjusted CPI data are used extensively for escalation purposes. Although
the CPI is often called the "Cost-of-Living Index," it measures only price change, which is just one of several important factors affecting living costs.
All CPI series are linked historically to the original CPI Index for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers.
a. Revision involves changing the home ownership component of the CPI-U to a rental-equivalence basis.
b. Revision reflects updated patterns of consumer spending and incorporates technical improvements.
PERCENT CHANGE: Movements of these indexes from one time period to another are usually expressed as percent changes rather than changes in index
points. Index point changes are affected by the level of the index in relation to its base period while percent changes are not. Examples of computation follow:
100 x 323.4 (1986 annual avg.) - 318.5 (1985 annual avg.) =1 5% change 1985 to 1986 cpl.w 
318.5 (1985 annual avg.)
100 x 325.7 (1986 December) - 323.4 (1985 December) =Q ?% change December 19g5 tQ December 19g6> cpl.w 
323.4 (1985 December)






























































































































































































SOURCES: State of Michigan Department of Management and Budget and U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1986 Provisional County Estimates.
Table A-ll 
Commercial Banking Data - Kalamazoo







Commercial and industrial . . 
Consumer ................





























































West Michigan (4 MSAs) Statistics 
(Adjusted for seasonal variations)
Measure
Leading indicators: 
Average weekly hours ........
UI initial claims .............








Percentage point change .....











































































SOURCES: W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research. Based on dwelling data from F. W. Dodge Division, McGraw Hill Information Systems 
Company, ad counts from four daily newspapers and employment data from Michigan Employment Security Commission. National components in Table A-3. 
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